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have that those who fail 
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A Successful BOS - 
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which includes Area 1: Marketing 
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Dear Reader, 

 

This white paper is one of a number of white papers designed to help businesses               

/ organizations in the development and implementation of their BOS - Business            

Operating System.  

 

This white paper is designed to assist in the area of Area 1: Marketing -               

Creating both more leads and better leads. In an ideal world, this white paper              

would be read in coordination to the other white papers all connected into the              

BOS.  
  

 
  

If we follow the six boxes above, we will develop a magnificent marketing system,              

so powerful that we not only will generate greater leads for us but for all of our                 

vendors, referral partners and business customers as well. 

 

We trust you will benefit from what is shared and share this with others. 
 
Sincerely,  
Life Masteries Institute 

www.TheVisionProject.net 
888.789.7878  
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Purpose 
To help business / organization owners, leaders and        
marketing professionals maximize both the quantity      
and quality of leads which are generated.  
 

Questions . . . 
Some people have said that Apple, at times, has been one           
of the best marketing companies in the world. Why is this?           
Would you like to build a marketing machine like that which           
Apple has? How does a smaller company build a marketing          
system equal to that of a very large company? 
 

The Answers . . . 
Apple, as with any successful company, has marketing systems in          
place, and then works those systems as close to flawlessly as           
possible. These marketing systems connect into other parts of their          
BOS - Business Operating System, which produces the maximum         
overall profitability for the entire company. 
 

We will work very hard in this white paper to share with you             
concrete, absolute things you MUST do, in order to build the           
best marketing systems that will provide the most leads. We          
will use the special symbol on the right, to show when           
something should not be deviated from.  
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Highlights / MUST DOS 
  

1. Deeply understand BOS - Business Operating System 
 2. Review DNA for People - http://www.thevisionproject.net/People_1.html 

 3. Review DNA for Business - http://www.thevisionproject.net/Process_3.html 

 
The big picture to BOS  
are three major areas:  
  1. DNA for People 
  2. DNA for Business 
  3. DNA for Life 

 
The 
DNA for  
People 
is what  

we refer to as    
Personality Masteries.  
As it applies to    
marketing, it is learning to market to people based on their DNA and their              
personality. In marketing, this includes the words we use to write, copy, the             
graphic design, the images, and the entire message. When we learn to drill             
deep into the DNA of someone’s personality, we will generate more and            
better leads and will better position those leads for Area 2: Pre-Sales and             
Area 3: The Sale. 
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The DNA for Business is what we refer to as The  
 
http://www.thevisionproject.net/Process_3.html 

 
The 5/30 Grid is the heart to understanding any sized business           
anywhere in the world. If you are selling B2B (Business to Business)            
The 5/30 Grid is probably the most powerful tool you can use to sell              
any B2B product / service worldwide.  
  

Why? 
  

The 5/30 Grid is    
simple enough that   
every person in a    
business is able to    
understand the  
overall big picture   
of the business   
they work in, and    
how their work   
contributes to the   
overall success of   
the company. 
  

When we help our    
B2B clients better   
understand their businesses, they will be able to better understand how our            
solutions (products / services) which will translate into better service for them and             
more sales for us. 
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One of the nicest things about The 5/30 Grid is the ability to quickly see the big                 
picture of how marketing fits into everything else, and how everything else fits             
into marketing.  We are only as strong as our weakest link. 

 
Let’s put things into    
context before we dive    
into the marketing.   
Why? If we think of a      
BOS as an assembly line     
and marketing is the first     
piece of that assembly    
line, then we realize that     
if we are strong or weak      
in marketing and that, in     
a weird way, it doesn’t matter as the strength of our           
marketing efforts overall, will only produce the results        
/ profit as the weakest part of the assembly line. 

 
Above, The 5/30 Grid, meaning what gives the heart and soul to any             
organization, is the leadership and all the people who are connected           
together.  
  

 
  

While it may not seem important to marketing, at         
the surface level The Culture, Values, Vision,       
Belief, Knowledge, DO, GIVE, and the Legacy,       
all these things are critical to the overall success         
within a company. Due to size constraints, this        
white paper, will not focus on these things directly, but instead will blend             
many of these things into marketing, through what we call Natural Laws,            
which is the third aspect for BOS.  
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Another critical aspect to The 5/30 Grid is        
what we call Profitable Partnerships.     
Profitable Partnership is what Walmart does      
in assisting to bring powerful systems to       
everyone of their partners / vendors so       
everyone is on the same page, working in        

the same direction, to the benefit of the customer.  
 
An example of Profitable Partnerships would be sharing        
this white paper with every business owner / professional         
you know. When we help others to see greater success in           
their business, they will help us to see greater success as           
well. When the tide rises all the ships in that port rise            
together. “Together we can accomplish far more than we ever could on our             
own.” 
 
Natural Laws (DNA for Life) are like the secret ingredient which connects            
the DNA for People together with the DNA for Business. The DNA for Life              
has been discovered over the past 20+ years and is a           
combined effort of a worldwide network and thought leaders         
from many industries and generations. We refer to this as          
Career Success and there is no charge to have every          
owner, leader, employee, and customer go through this        
entire program.  
 

http://www.thevisionproject.net/CareerSuccess.htm 
 

We have now laid down the foundation for building a magnificent marketing            
system. Over the next few pages we will drill deeper into each of the six               
levels within the first part of The 5/30 Grid, Area 1: Marketing. 
 
WARNING! The more you know about marketing, The 5/30 Grid, and           
BOS the more you will know that you didn’t know. It’s an exciting             
journey that never seems to end. 
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Box 1: Identify Targets = Database  
It would seem like one of the simplest things any business could do is              
to set up a database. With all the technology assistance we now            
have available, databases are actually being developed for us without          
us even realizing it. 

  

When we look at the five areas we realize that Area 1: Marketing, is very different                
than the other four areas. Area 1: Marketing is the only one that really can be                
designed to be a one on many relationship. Every one of the other four areas               
requires, for the most part, a one on one relationship.  
  

Individuals who are looking to gain more time, work less hours, increase their             
effectiveness should look, first and foremost, at Box 1: Identify Targets. When            
this box is done properly it will produce more and better leads and do it with a lot                  
less time, effort, and costs. 
 

Box 2: Develop & Deliver A Message 
Any top marketer knows that one word or one phrase can make the             
difference between success and failure. When we bring together the          
right targets with the right message amazing things can happen.  
  

We recommend a great book for learning how to make a message            
stick. “Made To Stick” by Dan & Chip Heath share a deep            
understanding as to how to make the message stick with individuals           
we are communicating with. 
  

When we build our messages based on personality types and natural laws we             
will see our messages produce more and better leads with less time, effort and              
costs. One of the most effective ways to get all this work done on a consistent                
basis with very little cost and zero time and effort is to have all the work                
completed through a VA - Virtual Assistant.       
http://www.thevisionproject.net/VA_VirtualAssistant.htm 
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Highlights / MUST DOS 
  

1. Whip your database into shape. 
 2. Build system for delivering a consistent message. 

 
 
 

Box 6: Group People & Messages Together  
The third level within marketing is grouping people and messages          
together. Segmentation of our databases will not only produce         
outstanding leads, but will create similar types of leads that can be            
worked more efficiently by Area 2: Pre-Sales and Area 3: The Sale.  

  

If someone said the following, how might you respond? “I can help you double              
the number of leads you generate in your company!” Most individuals assume            
that if the number (quantity) of leads are doubled then profits will double as well.               
Though in actuality, that is often never the case.  Why?  
  

The 4 Q’s To Doubling Our Sales       
natural law help us to understand that       
often when the Quantity of Leads (Q1)       
increases, (Q2) Quality of Lead will go       
down, (Q3) Quantity of Sales Efforts will       
go down, and (Q4) Quality of Sales       
Efforts will go down as well. When       
three out of the four Q’s go down, we         
can double our leads and our sales can actually drop. 
 
Box 10: Measure Results 

How do we really know what’s working and what’s not, if we do not              
measure results? We need to measure all our efforts and the results            
generated from those efforts. In email marketing, we need to          
measure number of emails sent, opened, clicked, and number of          

sales. 
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We need to partner up with all four other areas within The 5/30 Grid and measure                
all our efforts, results and costs throughout the entire system and then determine             
the true costs for all that we do and then the true financial return we are obtaining                 
from each and every one of the groups we market to. 
  

We are measuring the overall effectiveness of groups and messages along with            
Area 2: Pre-Sales, Area 3: The Sale, Area 4: Servicing, and Area 5: Client For               
Life. Connecting all five areas together along with the full integration of all 30              
boxes is the key to generating the most and best leads.  

Box 15: Personality Based Marketing 
When we learn to market based on the personality of individuals, we            
are able to generate bigger advantages. The real goal of marketing is            
to generate the perfect blend of quantity and quality of leads. To do             
that, we must motivate the individual to “raise their hands.” 

  

Each of the different personality types are motivated based on very different            
things. What motivates one personality type to take action will actually cause            
another personality type to make a decision not to move forward. Obviously, in             
this very short white paper, we are only able to provide a very basic overview for                
each of the four major personality types. 
  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

The Cube, or Analytic, personality will tend to like written copy which is             
very clean, in an outline format, very structured, and zero mistakes. For            
marketing design they like . . . squares or shapes which are very             

structured, tight, and clean looking.  Keep colors and design conservative. 
  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

The Pyramid, or Driver, personality type will like written copy which is            
focused on profit, speed, and getting ahead. They want to achieve their            
goals and are very focused. They do not want a lot of details, just the               

big picture. In the area of design, use of graphics and designs which tend to go                
upward to the right represent profit and growth. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

The Wavy Line, or the Expressive, personality is very different than the            
cube or the pyramid. The Wavy Line likes the written copy to be             
expressive, out there, and maybe even a little ridiculous at times. They            

want both the copy and the design to be something colorful, exciting, and             
something fun that will brighten their day and/or make them laugh. 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

The Ball, or the Amiable, personality will like the copy to be warm and              
inviting. They want a friend, not someone selling to them. For color            
and design, they desire to see warm and inviting colors and graphics,            

something that will draw them in rather than sell them.  
 

Box 20: Dollar Results Marketing 
  

Level “6” Box 20 is     
a culmination of the    
past five levels and    
every other box in    

The 5/30 Grid. When we     
identify the right targets,    
develop & deliver the right     
message, at the right time, in      
the right way through grouping     
people and messages   
together, measure results and    
consider personalities when   
we market . . . what do you        
think will happen? 
 
 
Highlights / MUST DOS 
  

1. Join a weekly mastermind group 
 2. Complete a thorough business assessment 
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NOTES 
Write down the MUST DO’s For You . . .  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
This is the engine that runs our business.        

We earn the money we earn, we work the         

hours we work, we have the stress in our life          

that we have and the balance in our lives we          

do or do not have . . . BECAUSE of the BOS            

that we have installed and are running as a         

team. If we have and use great systems then         

our lives will be great.  
  

IT’S ACTUALLY PRETTY SIMPLE! 
 

Questions . . .  
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630.393.9909 
Other Available Resources . . .  

http://TheVisionProject.net/FreeStuff.htm 
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If you would like to be put on the pre release list for the next white paper: 
“The Secret To Solving Any Problem” send me an email. 
mboersma@synergysolutions.net
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Q&A 
Q1:  Is there a checklist I can use for creating sticky messages in marketing.  
Answer:  There sure is.  Check out below. 
 

Sticky Messages Checklist 
 

Checklist to guide developing “sticky” messages! 
 
~Know these before developing message: 

❏ Driving Force  
❏ Very Very Strong Subject Line  
❏ Where the Prospect came from  

 
~Developing the objective for Message:  

❏ Simple 
❏ Unexpected 
❏ Concrete 

 
~Important Notes for Message: 

❏ Credible 
❏ Emotion 
❏ Story - Can cater to certain Personalities 

 
~Remember the different Personality Types: 

❏ Driver 
❏ Analytic 
❏ Expressive 
❏ Amiable 

 
**Add to top of document while writing copy 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sticky Messages checklist: 
[ ] Does it achieve measurable goals? [ ] Does it have clear “call to action?” 
[ ] Driving Force [ ] Simple [ ] Credible  
[ ] Very Very Strong Subject Line [ ] Unexpected [ ] Emotional  
[ ] Know who the prospects are [ ] Concrete  
[ ] Story appeal to personalities ----->      [ ] Analytic     [ ] Driver     [ ] Expressive      [ ] Amiable  
[ ] Is url link in the top paragraph? 
Action we Desire People To Take: ____________________________________________ 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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